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· Locates visitors on over 1200 registered domains. · Works with 99.99% accuracy on mobile phones,
tablets & PCs. · Already installed, "IPligence Lite" already covers 80% of the web's internet

population. · Geo IPs for Asia and Asia for all major countries including P.R.C. If you use Google
Analytics, then you can choose "IPligence Lite" and use standard formats. Once installed "IPligence

Lite" is a one-time fee and does not require an ongoing subscription. · Adjust the filter to your
specific requirements and ease up the most vulnerable spots to the most sensitive information. ·

Save your money, eliminate false positives, and save from the hassle of managing your country lists
and clearing your cookies. · With IPligence Lite, you can host the application on your server. No need

for external services · IPligence Lite is a piece of software that works for Windows, Mac, and Linux
servers. · It's not a new server, it has a tried and tested reputation. · It's not an application that

needs to check for updates, it automatically detects them, deletes the old one, and downloads the
new version. Why use IPligence Lite? · Low cost · Quick setup · No support · No maintenance · Low

traffic required · No installation required No extra features for IPligence Lite · No monthly
subscription · No extra fees · No need for addons How to use IPligence Lite? · Install IPligence Lite on
your server · Click on "IPligence Lite" from the server. · From the left pane, click on "IPligence Lite" ·

Click on "Get Started" · Login to your account · Find the domain you want to cover · Select the
appropriate file · Download and install "IPligence Lite" · Press "Start" to begin detecting IPs IPligence
Lite Preferences IP Block · Select your countries from the checkboxes on the left pane of IPligence

Lite Country Code · Select your country codes from the drop-down menu Country Name · Select your
country names from the drop-down menu Continent Code · Select your continent codes from the

drop-down menu Continent Name · Select your continent names from the
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Sits in the Browser, Windows, OS X, Linux, Android, iOS or iPad - You choose! The program runs from
its own database on the hard drive of your laptop or desktop computer (or a server on your network).
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IPligence Lite tracks your visitors. IP addresses are replaced by letters and numbers that make it
easier for you to keep and manage the address list. IPligence Lite does not change the IP address of
your computer, so you may continue to use your computer normally. IPligence Lite is suitable for use

in the office, in hotels, hospitals, schools, airports, in the home or any other location where high
precision Geo-location is required. IPligence Lite has a database of IP address entries. The records

are linked to geographical coordinates. Therefore you can easily manage your visitors with this
feature. You may use the Visitor count, Country Code, Country Name, Continent Code, and Continent

Name fields, by clicking on the buttons on the Visitor list. In the Events area, your visitors will be
checked. All visitors are registered to the computer they are visiting your web site from. Type the

date of the event, and click on "Analyze". The results will be displayed, and you will have the
possibility to activate the information by clicking on the “Survey” button. The IP addresses, country

codes, names and continents can be used to create a search. The IP address, country name and
continent name are included in the report. IPligence Lite is fast. The IPligence Lite program sends a
file for your evaluation over the Internet. The evaluation is done within seconds. The IPligence Lite

program runs at your own discretion on the computer you use to access the Internet. This is an
Internet privacy service. IPligence Lite is not related to any other company, company or brand in any
way. IPligence is free to use. We offer a plan for personal or commercial users. Our support staff is
available anytime. IPligence Lite is only used to obtain high precision geolocation of your visitors.
You may use it on your own personal computer, or the IPligence Lite program may be used on a

server at your company. IPligence Lite is a separate program from any other database. You have a
list of b7e8fdf5c8
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IPligence Lite (IPli) is a software which lets you monitor a visitor's geographic location after a visit.
This means you can see where someone is coming from, so you can better optimize your page
content to meet an individual's needs. This is extremely useful for most businesses that host
websites for profit. The software is free, and the benefits are many, like increased sales, conversions
and revenue. Website visitor tracking is a web analytics tool which analyses the flow of a visitor
through a website and whether it leaves or enters the website. When a visitor comes to a website, he
may come directly to the site, or may have come previously to a specific page on the site. From
where he comes can be obtained by using IP address, a string of numbers which shows where the
visitor is located. Website traffic pattern analysis: Track visitor's move through the website using a
cookie. A cookie is a small text file that is stored on a visitor's computer for the duration of the user's
visit. The visitor's movement through the website is stored in this cookie. Once the page is left, the
cookie is automatically discarded. This allows tracking the visitor's click through the site. Using
cookies, it is possible to collect data on individual users and website traffic patterns, and use the
information to improve the visitor's experience. Web analytics applications are statistical reports on
website usage. They measure and evaluate website visitors' behavior and can find out what people
do in a website, where they come from, and how long they stay. How does IP&PL location work:
IPligence is a web analytics tool to find out where your visitors come from. Just enter their IP address
and the software will tell you exactly where they come from. When you do this, you are not only
gaining valuable insight into how visitors are using your site, but also what websites they visit. This
information enables a number of business decisions. It enables you to: · see which pages get the
most visits · see how visitors use the different content on your site · understand your visitors better,
allowing you to target them better · boost conversion · optimise your site No more guesswork. No
more hassles. Use a free IP&PL location tool to find the location of your visitors. IPligence Location
Website and Traffic Management Software Here's how to use IPligence: · Go to www.ipligence.com ·
Log in ·

What's New In?

· IP based geolocation · Country Code · Country Name · Continent Code · Continent Name · IP Range
IPligence Lite Demo: · User Guide · Demo Video Installation IPligence can be used in any
development environment. If you do not have Visual Studio installed, use an alternative software
package or build the solution yourself. Demo IPligence Lite: . Contact Us: License The software is
generally licensed under the GNU General Public License. "The easy to use and highly flexible
network geolocation system for web applications and websites." Any use of this software for
commercial use will require a commercial license. For further information, contact
legal@ipligence.com Careers IPligence developers are employed for different reasons. Some
participate in the development of software, others look for new opportunities, some are hired to keep
the servers up and running. The team continues to add new features and expand support, and
upgrade from the current version to the latest. Anyone who is skilled in C# and familiar with the
Windows software development environment can easily be integrated into the IPligence project.
Contact us: About IPligence: IPligence is a free software which tracks website visitors around the
globe. Its comprehensive features are ideal for technical and marketing analysts, web designers,
IT/administration professionals as well as webmasters. Visitors are counted on each site: redirecting
to a server page, filled out forms or advertising banners are all easily detectable using the system.
The collected data can be used to offer better alternatives for customers and services, publish
content, monitor advertising activity or prevent service abuse. Disclaimer: IPligence is the property
of IP-Adress. Privacy Policy: IPligence is the property of IP-Adress. Sitemap: Privacy Policy:
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System Requirements For IPligence Lite:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit. Processor: 2 GHz CPU or faster. Memory: 3 GB RAM or more (4 GB or
more is recommended). Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card or better with at least 1 GB of video RAM.
Hard Drive: 2 GB free space (3 GB or more is recommended). Additional Notes: The game is provided
free of charge. The multi-language version of the game is available for free via the GOG.com
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